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Use all possible correct methods to answer the questions below;
1. Find the area of the triangle below. (Leave your answer to 1 d.p.)
(I)
(II)
2. Find the shaded area in the circle below if O is the center of the circle whose radius is 7.14cm.
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*Almost all teachers interviewed said that students,
especially girls, had a negative attitude towards mathe-
matics. And that attitude is developed among the stu-
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dents.
*The teachers are unable to attend individual student
because of large number of students in one class.
(b) Students' view
*Most students complained of teacher's laxity in their
teaching and missing lessons regularly.
*Students fear that the teacher harass them.
COMMENTS
*There is a need to develop interest in mathematics in
our students irrespective of their attitudes in the subject.
*Teacher lacks commitment or responsibility.
*Teachers must not fail to attend classes and should be
aware of their time table.  
（２）教科内容（Contents）
(c) Teachers' view 
*Too much contents to cover.
*The students lose interest somewhere in Form II.
*Form III mathematics is difficult.
*Some contents are not covered.
*Difficult topics: three dimensional geometry and sever-
al other topics are metioned.
(d) Students' view
*Upper levels, forms III and IV, complained of not mas-
tering the lower skills and found the mastery of higher
skills difficult.
*Difficult topics: trigonometry, locus, integration, fur-
ther trigonometry.
COMMENTS
*Teachers must therefore diagnose the weakness of stu-
dents to be able to monitor their progress as they move
from one stage to the next.
*Teachers assume for example that fraction has been




*Teacher lacks effective teaching aids
*Teacher makes students active;
(i) by giving exercises and questions in class,
(ii) by giving assignment after class,
(iii) encouraging students to ask questions.
(iv) individual attention to the poor students during and
after class.
(v) group work is arranged by teacher during and after
class.
(vi) encourage the discussion during double lesson.
(vii) a committee is formed to assist weak students.
(viii) three boys, bright, average and slow, are called to
the front to attempt the same question. (Only Makueni
boys) 
(ix) The teacher stimulates the students to strive hard by
talking about the performance of other schools.
(x) The reward is offered to the best performed student
*Teaching load is very heavy.
*Teacher get a feedback from students by asking verbal-
ly.
(f) Students' view
*Teachers do not mark assignment work regularly.
*Teachers teach too fast in order to cover the syllabus.
*Teacher feel bothered by students when asked ques-
tions continuously.
*They want to have more exercises besides the ones in
textbook.
*They don't understand the content but are unable to ask
questions.
*They don't know the today's topic in advance.
COMMENTS
*No lesson plan or scheme of work is necessary.
*Teachers seemed to take for granted many points
which need to be attended to.
*Teachers deviated from the teaching method which
they learned in the college or university and tended to




*Teachers are very positive about interaction and activi-
ty. However, further question reveals that most of the
teachers allow such interaction to a very limited extent.
*Some teachers admitted that they don't have activity
because of time factor.
*Very little discussion among the students. 
(h) Students' view
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*No discussion during class.
COMMENTS





*Teachers claims a gap between primary and secondary
mathematics.
*KCSE mathematics performance indicated that candi-
dates found the mathematics examination difficult.
*Students are not coming to school continuously.
*Teaching load is too heavy. 
*Besides examination, the objective of mathematics
education is to train speed and accuracy. 
(ii) Students' view
*They want to have more textbooks.
*They don't inform their parents about what is happen-
ing in school, fearing later harassment.
COMMENTS
*Teachers should be encouraged to contribute ideas on
why performance in mathematics is poor and what, in
their view can be done to improve performance.






*Lack of confirmation whether students really under-
stand.(eye-contact, verbal question etc.) 
*Lack of reading and interpreting ability.
*Provider-receiver relationship
*Few sketches and no movement.
*Formula centered teaching
*Lack of attention to poorer students
*No communication among the students during the
lessons.
*Teacher talked and at the same time wrote on the
chalkboard most of the time.
*Teacher doesn't pay attention to what the students




（Encouragement for further thinking）
120生徒がさらに考えるよう刺激する
（stimulation for further thinking）
120解法を生徒が議論する
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The role of basic education is refocused from different angle at Jomtien Conference (1990) after 30 years have
elapsed since international conferences on the educational planning were convened for universal primary education
around 1960. In this conference, it is regarded as a part, and especially a fundamental part, of human rights rather
than as a tool to attain economic development. Thus international cooperation in the field of education is geared
towards improvement of its quality as well as quantitative attainment of the universal basic education. In this direc-
tion Japanese government has committed herself during UNCTAD general conference to the education in Africa,
and the SMASSE (Strengthening Mathematics and Science at Secondary Education) project, between Kenyan gov-
ernment and Japanese government is one development of such commitment in the field of mathematics and science
education at the secondary level. This report has intended to present what the project considered and implemented
during the early stage. And through this presentation, the authors have presented two implications towards theoriza-
tion of international cooperation in the field of mathematics education. They are namely consideration of socio-cul-
tural aspect in mathematics curriculum and professional development of teachers through lesson research.
